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Every nonassociative Boolean domain can be embedded into a Boolean 
quasitield. A similar result holds for medial nonassociative Boolean domains. We 
describe connections between medial nonassociative Boolean rings and associative 
rings in which squaring is an automorphism. The lattice of varieties of such 
associative rings and the lattice of varieties of medial nonassociative Boolean rings 
are isomorphic to the one point completion of the lattice of finite factor closed sets 
of positive integers. We describe the free members of such varieties. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
Nonassociative Boolean rings are rings satisfying the identity x%x2; 
such rings are not necessarily associative and may be without unity. A non- 
associative ring without nonzero divisors of zero will be called a domain. A 
nonassociative ring whose set of nonzero elements forms a quasigroup 
under multiplication will be called a quasifield. A variety is a class of 
algebras of a given similarity type, i.e., with the same sequence of operation 
symbols, that is closed under the formation of Cartesian products, sub- 
algebras, and homomorphic images; it is also the class of all algebras of a 
given similarity type satisfying a given set of identities. We shall denote the 
variety of all nonassociative Boolean rings by B and the variety of all 
associative Boolean rings by A. Given a variety of algebras V, L(V) will 
denote the lattice of all subvarieties of V, and for any set X, F(X, V) will 
denote the V-free algebra freely generated by X. For any natural number 
n, F(n, V) will denote a V-free algebra of rank n. If K is a class of algebras 
of a given similarity type, then var K denotes the variety generated by K. 
If A is an algebra, then var A denotes the variety generated by A. The set 
of all integers will be denoted by Z, the set of all nonnegative integers wil 
be denoted by N, and the set of all positive integers will be denoted by P. 
We shall denote by 2- ‘N, the set of all rational numbers of the form 2-“m, 
where m, n E N. If G is a groupoid and F is a commutative and associative 
ring with unity, then the groupoid algebra of G over F will be denoted 
by FG. 
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the general theory of rings, the reader may consult [ 111; for distributive 
groupoids, thereader may consult [9, 12, 131; and for power-associative 
algebras, thereader may consult [l-3]. 
The author is grateful to the referee for several valuable comments. 
1 
As shown in [lo], nonassociative Boolean rings are power-associative 
commutative rings of characteristic 2, the ring F(2, B) is infinite, and a cer- 
tain locally finite variety ofnonassociative Bool an rings is not residually 
small. A congruence on an algebra A is an equivalence relation that is a 
subalgebra of A x A. If A is a nonassociative ring, then a congruence 
partitions A into the cosets ofan ideal ofA. The author is grateful to Ralph 
McKenzie, who observed ina conversation hatonassociative Boolean 
rings are congruence distributive; i.e., theideals satisfy thedistributive law 
In (.Z+ K)=ZnJ+Zn K. Thus the variety B is arithmetical; i.e., the 
variety B is congruence distributive and congruence permutable; i.e., for 
any congruences p, 0 on any A E B, the relational products poand ap 
coincide. In fact, ifa nonassociative ring satisfies an identity of the type 
x z xq(x), where q(0) =0, then the term t(x, y, z) = x + (z -y)q(z -x) 
satisfies th  identities x x t(v, y, x) z t(x, y, v) z t(x, y, x) characterizing 
arithmetical varieties [ 181. Also given ideals Z,J, K of a ring satisfying an 
identity x z xq(x), where q(0) =0 and a E In (J + K), then a= b + c, where 
beJ, ceK. Hence u=aq(a)=bq(u)+cq(a). But bq(a)EZnJ and 
cq(u)EZnK. Thus Zn(J+K)=ZnJ+ZnK. 
By methods similar to those of T. Evans [6] and B. H. Neumann [16], 
we can prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Every Boolean domain can be embedded into a Boolean 
quasifield. 
The proof depends onthe following claims: 
CLAIM 1. Let A be a Boolean domain, and let a, b E A, a # 0. Then A can 
be embedded into a Boolean domain B such that bE aB. 
Proof If b E aA, then B = A. Let b # UA and x # A. The set {a, b} is 
linearly independent i  the aldditive group of A as a vector space over Z2. 
Then there is an additive basis C of A containing {a,b}. We shall construct 
the required domain B by describing its additive basis T. Every tE T will 
be assigned a rank r(t) EN. The elements ofT and their rank will be 
defined inductively. The elements of rank oare the lements of Cu {x). If 
u,vE~‘, u#v, {u,v} d C, and (u,v}#{a,x}, then {{u,v>}~T and 
r( {{u, v} }) = r(u) +r(v) + 1. Multiplication is defined asfollows: Forany 
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c, dE C, cd is defined asin A, ax = 6, for any u E T, u* = u, and for any 
U,UET such that {u,u}# {a,~}, U#U, and (u,v} ti C, uu= ({u,u)}. 
Every element of B can be written u iquely asa + px + s, where aE A, 
p E Z,, and s is a sum of a finite number of elements of T of positive rank. 
It is clear that B contains A and b =ax EBB. We need to show that B is 
a domain. Let a, j3 EA, p, v E Z,, and let S, tbe sums of finite s ts of 
elements of T of positive rank. Let fl= y+ La, where yis a sum of elements 
of C distinct from a and 2~ Z,. Let (a+px+s)(fl+ vx+ t} =O, where 
p, v E Z,. The coeflicient of x in the left side is pv, and so pv = 0. We can 
assume that v= 0. Then (a + px + s)(y + la + t) =0. The sum of elements of 
rank 0in the left side is a(y + La) + pLl(ax) = a(y + La) + pllb = 0. The sum 
of elements ofrank 1 is ~.lyx = 0. Thus p = 0, or y = 0. If y # 0, then p= 0 
and a(y + Ja) =O. This implies that a=0 as A is a domain. But then 
s( y+ La + t) =0. If y = 0, then a( La) + pLlb = 0; i.e., A( aa + pb) = 0. If A # 0, 
then aa + pb = 0, which implies a =0 and p =O. Indeed, ifp= 1, then 
aa = b, which is impossible, and if p= 0, then aa = 0, implying a = 0 since 
A is a domain. Then s(a + t) =0. If 2 = 0, then (a + px + S) t= 0. 
Thus we have reduced the proof that B is a domain to the following case: 
given mutually disjoint finite subsets D,E, F, G of T such that he rank of 
every element inD is 0 and the rank of every element inE u Fu G is 
positive, we need to show that (U + S) t= 0 implies t = 0 or u = s = 0, where 
s=v+w, t=u+y, u=CD, u=CE, w=CF, and y=CG. The sum of 
the mpty set is 0. 
From the definition of multiplication on T, if p, q, r, z E T, where rand 
z have positive ranks, then pr = qz iff {p, r} = {q, z}. Let k, 1, m, n be the 
cardinalities of D, E, F, G, respectively. Then the numbers of distinct 
elements ofT, whose sums are uu, uy, VW, vy, wy, are kl, kn, lm, In, mn, 
respecively, and the number of distinct elements ofT, whose sum is 
u(v+y)+v(w+y)+wy, is kl+kn+Zm+In+mn=I(k+m+n)+(k+m)n. 
Indeed, this is not true only if an element ofT appears a a summand more 
than once in u(u +y) + v(w + y) + wy. Let e, e’ EE, f, f’ E F, and g E G. If 
ef= e/j-‘, then {e, f} = (e’, f’) an d so, e= e’ and f=f' as E and F are 
disjoint. If ef= f ‘g, then (e, f} = {f ‘, g} which is impossible since E,F, G 
are mutually disjoint. The other cases are similar. 
If (u+~)t=O, then u(u+y)+u(w+y)+wy=v. Hence Z(k+m+n)+ 
(k+m)n=l. Thus (k+m)n=O, and if IfO, then k+m+n=l. Let l=O; 
i.e., let v=O. Then n =O; i.e. y=O or k+m=O; i.e., u=w =O. Thus 
t=u+y=O, or u=s=u+w=O. If Z#O, then k+m+n=l; i.e., exactly 
one of the sets D, F, G is a singleton andthe others are empty. Thus 
u+w+y=rET, and u(u+y)+v(w+y)+wy=u(u+w+y)=vr=v. Let e 
be an element ofleast rank in E. Then er = { {e, r} } is an element ofleast 
rank in the set of elements ofT whose sum is vr. This is a contradiction 
since eris of rank higher than r(e) + 1. This concludes theproof of Claim 1. 
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CLAIM 2. Let A he a Boolean domain. Then A can be embedded into a
Boolean domain B such that for any a, b E A, a # 0, the equation ax= b has 
a solution i B. 
Proof: All Boolean domains cosidered in this proof will be domains 
containing A as a subring; the lements ofA may be viewed as the values 
of additional nullary operations. Let CE (A\ {0})2, and let D be a Boolean 
domain. The set C will be called solvable in D if or every (a, b) E C, the 
equation ax = b has a solution in D. A set Cc (A \ (0 > )* is called solvable 
if there is a Boolean domain D in which C is solvable. Let 
C,, GQA\(0))2 b e solvable. D fine C, < C, if C, E C2 and there are 
Boolean domains D,, D, such that D, is a subalgebra of D, and C, is 
solvable in Di, i= 1,2. The set of all solvable sets is not empty since the 
set ((x,x):x~A\(O}} is solvable. L tD;, ie Z, be a chain of Boolean 
domains, and let Cj, iE I, be a chain of solvable sets uch that for every 
i, jG I, Ci is solvable in D,, and if D,ED,, then C,cC,. Let 
C= U {Ci: ifzZ}, and let D be the direct limit of the domains D,, ifl. 
Then D is a Boolean domain, and C is solvable in D. By Zorn’s Lemma, 
let M be a maximal solvable set, and let A4 be solvable in a Boolean 
domain E. If a, b E A\ (0}, then by Claim 1, Mu {(a, b)} is solvable in a
domain F containing E. Thus M = (A \ {O})‘, and Claim 2is proved. 
The conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1 is standard. Let A be a 
Boolean domain. We construct a sequence A,, n E N, of Boolean domains 
as follows: A, =A and for every n E N, A, + , is a Boolean domain in which 
(A,,\ {O})* is solvable; theexistence of such adomain is guanranteed by 
Claim 2. Let B be the direct limit of (A, : n E N ). Then B is a Boolean 
quasifield, and A is embeddable into B. 
2 
If A is an associative r ng, not necessarily w thunity, such that he 
mapping x+x2 is an injective endomorphism of the additive group of A, 
then A is a commutative ring of characteristic 2, squaring isa ring 
endomorphism ofA, and A is reduced; i.e., A contains o nilpotent 
elements different from 0. If squaring isalso surjective, then A can be 
viewed as an alagebra with two binary operations: addition “+” and multi- 
plication “ . ,”and one unary operation: the formation of square roots “J.” 
We shall denote by R the variety ofall algebras with basic operations 
{ +, ., /} whose ( +, . }-reducts areassociative commutative rings of 
characteristic 2 and satisfying the identities xzmz (fi)“. Every 
member of R is an associative r ngin which squaring is an automorphism. 
Thus every finite Galois field oforder 2”, nE P, will be denoted byGF(2”) 
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and will be considered a member of R. R-algebras will also be called rings 
with square roots. 
We shall denote by S the variety ofall algebras with basic operations 
{ ., J} whose {. }-reducts arecommutative semigroups satisfying the iden- 
tities x z m x (&)? Th e o f 11 owing is a description of free’ S-algebras: 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a set, and let F be the set of all functions f from 
X into 22’N such that {x :f(x)#O) is a finite nonvoid subset of X. Then 
W, S) z (F; . , J>, where (f . g)(x) =f (x) +g(x) and (Jf)(x) = 2-‘f (x) 
for all xE X. 
The proof of Theorem 2is standard. 
If every aE X is identified withfaE F, where f,(x) =0 if x # a and 
f,(a) = 1, then the elements of F can be written uniquely as 
fl { xrcx) : xE A’}, where c(x) #0 only for afinite number of elements of X, 
c(x) E2- ‘N, and C {c(x) : xE X} > 0. Thus for every element f of F, there 
is a well defined finite nonvoid subset A of X and a function c : A + 2- ‘N 
such that c(x)>0 for all XEA and f=n (x’(~) : XEA}. The algebra 
F(X, S) can be viewed as the result ofadding square roots to the free 
commutative semigroup onX. 
The following theorem is probably well known: 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a commutative associative ring with 1, and let G be 
a groupoid. Let u, v be groupoid terms in x,, . . x, such that every xi occurs 
exactly once in u and exactly once in v. Then u z v is an identity in G zff 
u E v is an identity in FG. 
Proof. Since G is a subgroupoid f the multiplicative groupoid ofFG, 
if FG satisfies u z v, then G satisfies u x v. Conversely, etuw v be an 
identity in G, and let a,, .  .  a,E FG. Then there are finite subsets Ai
of G, 1 Qidn, and elements fxi, xiE Ai, 1 <id n, such that 
ai = C { fxixi :xi E Ai), 1< i < n. Thus 
4al, . . a,)=u 
( 
C {fxx:xeA1},...,C {~,x:xEA,} 
> 
=~(fX~~~~fX,U(xl,...,xn):xiEAi,l<i<n} 
=C {fx,...f,,v(xl,...,xn):xiEAi, Idi<n) 
=v ~{fxX:XEAIJ,...,~{f*x:xEA,) 
( > 
= v(a,, . .  a,) 
as every xi occurs exactly once in u and exactly once in v. 
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THEOREM 4. For any set X, the ring reduct of F(X, R) is isomorphic to 
Z,F(X S). 
Proof: Let A E R and c( :X -+ A. Then z can be extended to a 
homomorphism /3 of F(X, S) into the { ., J}-reduct of A; i.e., 
/?(s . t) =p(s). /3(t) and a(&) = J@(s)) for all s, tE F(X, S). The mapping 
/I can be extended toa ring homomorphism y of Z,F(X, S) into the ring 
reduct of A. The ring Z,F(X, S) is associative and commutative since 
F(X, S) is a commutative s migroup. Also, since squaring is an 
automorphism of F(X, S) and for any tl, .. t, EF(X, S), 
(t1+ ..’ +tJ2=tf+ ... +ti+2C {fiti: 1 <i<j<n) 
=t;+ ... +t;, 
squaring is also an automorphism of Z,F(X, S). Since 
Y(J(4 + .‘. +~,))=&hJ+ ... +&A 
=P(JM)+ .‘. +&AL)) 
=JWd+ ... +Jw?J 
= JWl) + ... +P(t,)) 
=JMtd+ ... +Y(t,)) 
= JMh + ... +t,)), 
the mapping yis a homomorphism ofR-algebras. 
Thus every element ofF(X, R) can be considered a “polynomial” in X 
with coefficients from Z,, without absolute rm, and the powers of 
elements ofX are allowed values from 2 -‘N instead ofonly N. Also 
J(C c, I-I (xU(X) : x E X) ) = c c, n { xa(x)‘2 : XE X). The ring reduct of 
F(X, R) is isomorphic to the least ubring ofthe algebraic closure ofthe 
field ofratiolial functions i  X over Z2 that contains X and is closed under 
square roots. 
3 
We shall denote by G the variety of all groupoids satisfying the identities 
x=x’, xy~yx, and (xy)(zt) x (xz)(yt); i.e., the variety ofall idempotent 
commutative medial groupoids. Thefollowing description of the free 
members of G is due to Jezek and Kepka [12, 131: 
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THEOREM 5. Let X be a set, and let H be the set of all functions f from 
X into 2-‘N such that {x : f (x) #0} is finite and 2 {f(x) :x E X} = 1. Then 
F(X, G) is isomorphic to (H; 0 ), where (f 0 g)(x) = (f(x) + g(x))/2 for all 
x E x. 
Every R-algebra A is polynomially equivalent to an algebra with basic 
where (A; + ) is the additive group of A, 
x y=J(x y) ‘a;,“.$!;=, 
operations { + 0 
0 . 7 2, the operation 0 is idempotent and medial 
and also distributes ov raddition, a and ,/ acts as inverse automorphisms 
of (A: +, 0 ), and a(x 0y) is an associative b nary operation on A. If AE R, 
we shall denote by A0 the algebra (A: +, 0 ). We shall also call A0 the 
{ +, 0 }-reduct of A. 
THEOREM 6. Zf A E R, then A0 is anonassociative Bool an ring satisfying 
the medial law. 
Proof. The idempotent law follows from x 0 x = ,,/(x . } = 
x*(x~Y)~(z~t) = (J(X~Y)b(J(Z4) = J(((J(x.y)).(J(z.t))) = 
J(J((x.Y)+4)) = J(JWZb(Y4)) = (xOz)o(Ya(Yot)* 
We shall denote by M the variety ofall nonassociative medial Boolean 
rings, i.e., the variety ofall nonassociative rings satisfying the identities 
X%X * and (xy)(zt) x (xz)(yt). From [lo], M is the variety ofall 
nonassociative Boolean rings that are multiplicatively d stributive; i.e.,
satisfying the identity x( yz) c (xy)(xz), andevery AEM that contains a 
multiplicative un t is associative. That there are examples of medial 
nonassociative Bool an rings is evident from Theorem 6and the following: 
THEOREM 7. rf G E G, then Z, G EM. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, Z,G is medial. Let a E Z2G. If a = 0, then 
a*=O=a. Let g,, . . g, be n distinct elements of G, and let 
a = g, + .-. + g,. Then a* = (g, + ..- + g,)* = g: + ... + gi + 
2x {gigi: l<i<j<n} = gf+ ... +gi = g,+ ... +g,=a since G is 
idempotent a dcommutative, and Z2G is of characteristic 2. 
The following s a description of free members of M: 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a set. Then F(X, M) z Z,F(X, G). 
Proof By Theorem 7, Z,F( X, G) E M. The nonassociative r ng
Z,F(X, G) is generated by X. Let c1 be a mapping from X into AE M. Since 
the multiplicative groupoid ofA belongs toG, ~1 can be extended toa 
groupoid homomorphism jIof F(X, G) into the multiplicative groupoid 
of A. This groupoid homomorphism a can be extended to a ring 
homomorphism ofZ,F(X, G) into A. 
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LetfEF(X, S). The degree offis C (f(x): XEX~. let UEF(X, R), a#O. 
Then a =fi + +.. +f,,, where f,, ...fn are n distinct elements ofF(X, S). 
The degree ofa is the maximum of the degrees off,, . .f,. The element a 
is called homogeneous if i, . . f, have qual degrees. Thus from Theorems 5 
and 8, F(X, M) may be thought of as the subring of F(X, R)’ of all 
homogeneous elements ofdegree 1 together with the lement 0.
4 
Since a quasifield s a nonassociative ring inwhich the quations ax =b, 
ya = b have unique solutions forevery a, b, a # 0, quasifields are thus 
simple and consequently are subdirectly irreducible. We shall need 
LEMMA 9. Let A E R and 1~ A. Then Iis an ideal ofthe ring A0 ifs Iis 
an ideal ofthe R-algebra A. 
Prooj Since A0 is a reduct of A, every ideal of the R-algebra A is an 
ideal of A’. The set Iis an ideal of the R-algebra A iff Z is the O-class of 
a congruence on on A, i.e., iff Iis an ideal of the ring reduct of A and I 
is closed under the formation of square roots. Thus we need to show that 
for any aE I, bE A, ,f& b.aEI. Indeed, a2=a30a. Thus I is closed under 
the formation fsquares. Hence b .a = (boa)* EI since boaEZ. Also 
A variety ofalgebras is aid to be residually small [19] if there is an 
upper bound on the cardinalities of its ubdirectly irreducible members. 
THEOREM 10. The variety R is not residually small. 
ProoJ We need to show that R contains a proper class of mutually 
nonisomorphic subdirectly irreducibles. For every X, the algebraic closure 
of the field ofrational functions i  X with coefficients from Z2 can be 
considered a member of R. The cardinality of such afield isthat of X if X
is infinite. ThusR contains a proper class of mutually nonisomorphic 
simple algebras. 
THEOREM 11. The variety M is not residually small. 
ProoJ By Theorem 6, if FE R, then F, E M. If F is also afield, then F” 
is a Boolean quasifield and is simple. Thus the variety M contains a proper 
class ofmutually nonisomorphic quasifields. 
From Lemma 9, if AE R, then A is simple iff A0 is simple, and A is sub- 
directly irreducible ff A0 is subdirectly irreducible. It is well known that a
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commutative associative r ngthat is subdirectly irreducible and without 
nonzero nilpotent lements i automatically  field. However, there are 
simple m mbers of R that are not fields. Indeed, consider the ring A of all 
formal power series C (c,Y : HEN}, where c,eZ2 for all neN. Let B be 
the subring xAof all elements of A without absolute term, and let C be the 
ring of all elements ofthe form a’, UEA, t=2-“, nEN, where a’=b” iff 
a”’ =bk, and a’ * b” = (a”’ * bk)sr, where k= l/t and m = l/s, *E ( +, . }. 
Then C can be considered an R-algebra, where ,/(a’) = ari2. Let Z be an 
ideal of the R-algebra C nd Z# (0). Then u’ E Z for some 0 # a E A and 
some t = 2 +, n E N. Thus a = xm( 1+ xd) for some m E N and dE A. There 
is SEA such that (l+xd)(l+xe)=l. Thus x”=a(l+xe)~Z. Let 
k = 2’2 m, where rE N. Then xk E Z, and so x = (xk)‘lk E I.Thus Z contains 
B, and so Z contains D = {b ‘lk :bE B, k = 2”, nEN}. Hence D is the least 
nonzero ideal of C. If c E C\D, then c = a’, where aE A\ B and t = 2Yk, 
k EN. Thus a = 1 + b, where bE B; i.e., a is a unit, and so c is a unit in C. 
Thus D is the unique maximal ideal ofC. Hence C is ubdirectly irreducible 
with exactly 3 ideals {0}, D, and C. The R-algebra D is simple. Of course, 
neither D nor C is a field. 
Thus the variety R contains subdirectly irreducibles that are not simple 
and simple members that are not fields. Consequently, by Lemma 9, the 
variety M contains subdirectly irreducibles that are not simple and simple 
members that are not quasifields. 
In commutative associative r ngs, the annihilator of any set is an ideal. 
This is not true in nonassociative Bool an rings. Indeed, ifX is an infinite 
set or if X is finite and has an even umber of elements that is at least 4,
then the nonassociative ring RX, whose additive basis is X and xy = x + y 
if x, y E X and x # y, is simple asshown in [lo]. Let a, b, c, dbe 4 distinct 
elements ofX. Then (a+b)(c+d)=O. Thus Ann(a+6) # {0}, and 
Ann(a +b) #RX, and so Ann(a +b) is not an ideal of RX. Hotiever, for
medial nonassociative Bool an rings we have 
LEMMA 12. Zf A E M and B c A, then Ann B is an ideal of A. 
Proof. Let a E Ann B, and let c E A. Then for all b E B, b(ac) =
(ba)(bc) = 0 since A is multiplicatively d stributive. 
LEMMA 13. Let A EM be subdirectly irreducible. Th nA is a domain. 
Proof. Let A EM be subdirectly irreducible, and let L be the least 
nonzero ideal of A. If ab = 0 for some a, b E A and a # 0, b ~0, then 
Ann(a}# (0). By Lemma 12, Ann(a) is an ideal of A, and so 
LcAnn{a). Thus if OZCEL, then ca=O, and so Ann{c)#{Of. Thus 
L G Ann{ c>, an impossibility sincec E L implies c = cc = 0. 
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COROLLARY 14. Let A E R be subdirectly irreducible. Then A is u 
domain. 
Proof This follows from Lemmas 9 and 13 since A0 E M is subdirectly 
irreducible and a0 b = 0 iff a . b = 0. It can also be shown directly since A 
is reduced. 
5 
We now consider connections between isomorphisms of R-algebras and
their ( +, 0 }-reducts. 
THEOREM 15. Suppose A,B E R and A, B have multiplicative unity 1.Let 
f be an isomorphism of A0 onto B”. Then f(1) is a unit of B, and f is an 
isomorphism of R-algebras tff (1) = 1. Moreover, there is a unique 
R-isomorphism cp ofA onto B so that f (x) =f (1) .q(x) for all xE A. 
Proof As f is surjective, thereis t E A so that f (t) = 1. But t = lot*, and 
so 1 =f(t)=f(l o?)=f(l)~f(t~). Hence f(l).f(t’)= 1; i.e., f(t) is a unit 
of B. 
It is clear that if is an R-isomorphism, thenf (1) = 1. Conversely, 
let f be a homomorphism of A0 into B” such that f(1) = 1. Then 
f(x)=f(lo(x2))=f(l)of(x2)= l~f(x’)=J(f(x~)). Thus for every XEA, 
f(x”) = (f(x))‘. Hence f is an R-homomorphism ince R-al ebras are 
polynomially equivalent to algebras with operations { + ,0, c(, $ }, where c1 
is the formation of squares. 
If is an isomorphism of A0 onto B”, then f(1) is a unit of B, and so the 
mapping (x) =f (1). x is an automorphism of B”. Let 9 = gP i oJ: Then cp 
is an isomorphism of A0 onto B” and f = g 0 cp. As ~(1) = 1, cp is an 
R-isomorphism of A onto B. The uniqueness of cp follows from the asser- 
tion that f(1) is a unit of B. 
COROLLARY 16. Let A E R have multiplicative un ty. Then the group 
Aut(A’) isisomorphic to a semidirect product ofthe group of units ofA and 
the group Aut(A). 
Proof: Let fE Aut(A’). By Theorem 15, f(x) =f (1) .q(x), where f(1) is 
a unit of A and p E Aut(A). The mapping f + cp is a homomorphism of
Aut(A’) onto Aut(A) whose kernel isthe set of all eft multiplications by 
units of A. Indeed, cpis the identity automorphism of A iff f is the left 
multiplication by the unit f(1). If g(x) =g(l) *y(x) and y E Aut(A), 
then (fog)(x) = f(g(x)) = f(l)acp(g(x)) = f(l).cp(g(l).y(x)) = 
f(l).(g(g(l)).cp(r(x))) = (f(l).cp(g(l))).cpy(x)) and (fog)(l)= 
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f(l).cp(g(l)). Thus (fog)(x)= (fig)(l).(cpoy)(x). Since Am(A) is a 
subgroup ofAut(AO), the corollary is proved. 
LEMMA 17. Let AE R. Then then formation of squares belongs to the 
center of Aut(A). 
Proof. This is immediate since squaring is aterm in the language ofR. 
We now describe the center of the automorphism groups of free 
R-algebras. 
THEOREM 18. Let F be a free R-algebra. Then the center of Aut(F) is 
cyclic and is generated bythe formation fsquares. 
Proof. If F has rank at most 1, then Aut(F) is generated by a-the 
formation of squares. This is trivial f F= (0). Let F be of rank 1. Then 
F= F( (x}, R). Let fE Aut(F). Then f (x) = xc +p(x), where c> 0 and p(x) 
is a sum of a finite set, possibly empty, of powers of x higher than c; all 
powers belong to 2-‘N. If gis the inverse off, then g(x) =xd + q(x), where 
d and q(x) satisfy conditions similar tothose on c and p(x). Since 
f (g(x) = x, cd = 1 and p(x) =q(x) =0. Thus c = 2” and d = 22” for some 
m E Z; i.e., f is a power of a. 
Suppose X has at least 2 elements and F= F(X, R). Then Am(F) is not 
abelian. Letx E X, and let f be the automorphism of F such that f (x) = x2 
and f(z) =z for all ZE X\ (x}. Let d be in the center of Aut(F). Then 
f(A(t))=A(f(t)) forall tEX. Thus A(z)=f(z)) for all z~X\{x), and so 
4~) E W\ ix>, RI f or every z E X\ {x}. Hence Imaps F( { t}, R) into itself 
for every t E X, and the restriction of 1 toF( (t}, R) is an automorphism of 
F( (t >, R). Thus L(t) = f, c = 2” for some m E Z that may depend on t. We 
shall bethrough if we show that m does not depend on t E X. Let x, y E X, 
x # y, J(x) =xc, and n(y) =yd. Let h be the automorphism of F(X, R) 
extending the transposition x Zy of X. Then h(A(x)) = h(x’) =y’ and 
;l(h(x)) = L(y) =y’. Thus c = d. Thus the center ofAm(F) is generated by 
a. Since very permutation of X can be extended toan automorphism of 
F(X, R), Aut(F( X,R)) is not abelian ifX contains more than one element. 
6 
We determine all nonassociative Bool an rings that are { +, O}-reducts 
of R-algebras. 
LEMMA 19. Let A be a nonassociative Boolean ring. Then the following 
conditions areequivalent: 
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(1) A = B’for some BER; 
(2) There is an automorphism y qf A such that for all x, y, z~ A, 
Y(X)(YZ) = (vM=); 
(3) There is an automorphism x of‘ A such that ,for all x, y, z E A, 
a(xy)z = xa( yz); 
(4) There is an automorphism x of the additive group of A such that 
for all x, y, z E A, a(xy)z = XU( yz). 
ProoJ: Let the statement i  (1) be true. Then the formation of square 
roots satisfies (2).If the statement i  (2) is true and a is the inverse ofy, 
then MY) = a((.vMz)l Hence a( = a((x~bWz)). Thus 
the statement i  (2) implies the statement i  (3). It is clear that he state- 
ment in (3) implies the statement i  (4). Finally, ethe statement i  (4) be 
true and define x .y = a(xy). Then (A; + , . > is a commutative associative 
ring in which ais the formation of squares, andso (A; +, ., y) E R, where 
y is the inverse ofa. Indeed, let x, y, z E A. Then (x .y) .z = a(a(y)z) = 
a(xa(yz)) = x.(y.z) and a(x)=a(xx)=x.x. Also x.(y+z) = 
a(x(y+z))=a(xy+xz)=a(xy)+a(xz)=x.y+x.z. IfB=(A; + ,.,y), 
then A = B”. 
It is clear from the proof of Lemma 19 that any a E Aut( <A; + >) 
satisfying condition (4) is an automorphism of A and also an 
automorphism of the xpansion B, where A = B”, and a is the formation of 
squares inB. It is also clear that he mappings in (3) and (4) may be 
assumed identical andthe automorphism in (2) is their inverse. As will 
be shown from the proof of Theorem 21, there may exist distinct 
automorphisms atisfying co dition (4). 
Let A be a nonassociative ring and a, b E A. Define acr)b = ab and for any 
n E P a’“+ “6 = a(a’“‘b). Thefollowing theorem characterizes members of B 
belonging to varieties generated by F”, where F is a Galois field: 
THEOREM 20. Let A E B. Then A E var GF(2”)’ iff A satisfies the identity 
(t ‘“-“(xy))z%x(t’“-‘)(yz)). 
Proof: Let t, x, y, z E GF(2”). Then t 0 x = t’i2x’/2, andfor any k E P, 
t(k) 0 x = t’ -‘xc where c= 2 pk. Since GF(2m) satisfies th  identity xr z x iff 
r - 1 is divisible by 2”- ‘, GF(2”) satisfies th  identity tcm+ i) 0x z t 0 x. Also 
p- 1) 0 x = tsx2, where s=2”-2. Thus (I(‘“-‘)o(xoy))oz=(f(xoy)*)o 
z=(t”xy)oz=J(t”xyz)=J(xt”yz)=xo(t”yz)=xo(t’”~”o(yoz)). 
Conversely, let A satisfy theidentity given in the theorem. Ifz= t, then 
t(“‘(xy) = x(tCm)y). If y= t, then t(m+ ‘?u = tx. We shall show that if BE A, 
Ann B is an ideal of A. Indeed, let a, b, CE A and ab = 0. Then 
a(h) = a (m+ “(bc) = a(a’“‘(bc)) = a(~‘“)(&)) = a(c((“‘b)) = 0. Continuing 
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as in the proof of Lemma 13, if A is subdirectly irreducible, then A is a 
domain. Thus it is sullicient to show that if A is a Boolean domain 
satisfying the identity ( (“- (xy))z = x( t(“- ‘I( yz)), then A is isomorphic 
to a subring of GF(2”)‘. Let t E A, t #O. Then a(x) = 6”-l)x is an 
automorphism of the additive group of A. Indeed, a(x) =0 implies x= 0 
since A is a domain. Also t(“+ ‘)x =tx. Hence t(tcm)x + x)= 0, and so 
x = t@)x; i.e., x = c1( tx). Thus a is an automorphism of (A; + ) satisfying 
condition (4) of Lemma 19. Hence A = B”, where BER. Since x.y = 
(xy)’ = or(xy) and A is a domain, B is also adomain. Since tCm)x = for all 
XEA, t’-cxc=x for all XEB, where c=2-“‘. Thus td- lx = xd for all xE B, 
where d= 2”. Hence td- ’ = xd- ’ for all 0#XE B. Thus B satisfies th  
identity (x~)~-’ = xd-‘, and, consequently, B also satisfies th  identity 
x*~- ’= xd. Thus xd- ‘(x +xd) =0 for all xE B, and so x + xd = 0 for all 
x E B since B is a domain. Hence B is a domain satisfying the identity 
x = xd. Thus B is isomorphic to asubfield of GF(2’“); i.e., A is isomorphic 
to a subring ofGF(2”)‘. 
THEOREM 21. Let A EM. Then A is a quasiJield ff A=F”, where FE R 
is a field. 
ProoJ If FER is a field, then F’EM is a quasilield. Conversely, let 
A E M be a quasifield and 0#a E A. Then y(x) =ax is an automorphism of 
A (as A is multiplicatively d stributive.) Let x, y, z E A. Then y(x)( yz) =
(ax)(yz) = (ax)(zy) = (az)(xy) = (xy)(az) = (xy)y(z). Thus y is an 
automorphism of A satisfying co dition (2) of Lemma 19. Thus A = B”, 
where BE R. Let b, c E B and b # 0. Then there is xE A such that bx = &. 
Hence b .x = (bx)* = (&)* = c. Thus B is a field. It is clear that distinct 
choices of0 # a E A give distinct au omorphisms of A.
THEOREM 22. Let A E M be finite. Then A= B”, where BE R. The ring A
is isomorphic to a direct sum of a finite number of GF(2”‘)‘. 
Proof Since A is finite, A is a subdirect product ofa finite number of 
finite subdirectly irreducibles. As ach subdirectly irreducible n M is a 
domain, by Lemma 13, and each finite domain is a quasifield, the ring A
is a subdirect product ofa finite number of finite quasifields. HenceA is a 
direct sum of finite quasifields. By Theorem 21, each finite quasifield n M 
is isomorphic to GF(2”)’ for some mEP. Since A is a direct sum of 
GF(2”)“, m EC-a finite subset ofP, A = B”, where B is the direct sum of 
the corresponding Galois fields. 
Now we determine all subquasiflelds of ( +,O}-reduct of fields with 
square roots. 
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LEMMA 23. Let FE R be a field, and let G be a subquasifield of F0
containing 1. Then G is a subfield qfF, and G is closed under square roots. 
Proof: Since x 0)’ = 1 has a unique solution in F for x# 0, G is closed 
under inverses. Also, for every x E G, 1 o y = x has a unique solution in G. 
Thus G is closed under the formation of squares. Thus G is an R-sub- 
algebra ofF, and G is a subfield of F. 
THEOREM 24. Let FE R be a field, and let G be a subquasifield of FO. 
Then there is a unique subfield H of F such that G = a . H for some 0 # a E F, 
Moreover, H is closed under the formation fsquare roots, and if H, H’ E R 
are subfields of F, a, a’ are nonzero elements ofF, then the quasifields a. H 
and a’ . H’ are isomorphic cjjf thefields H and H’ are isomorphic. 
Proof: Let 0 # a E G. The mapping y(x) =a. x is an automorphism of 
F”. Thus H = a-’ . G is a subquasifield of F” isomorphic to G. Since 1E H, 
by Lemma 23, H is a subfield of F, and H is closed under the formation of 
square roots. Also G= a. H. Let H, H’ E R be subfields of F,and let a, a’ 
be nonzero elements ofF and a . H = a’ . H’. Then a. U(H) = a’ . U(H’), 
where U(H) is the group of units of the field H.Thus the subgroups U(H) 
and U(H’) of the group U(F) share the left coset a. U(H) = a’. U(H’). 
Hence U(H) = U(H’), and so H = H’. 
In general, if the quasifields a. H and a’. H’ are isomorphic, then the 
quasifields Ho and H” are isomorphic s nce Hoz a. H and a’ . H’ s H”. 
Thus by Theorem 1.5, there is an R-isomorphism of H onto H’. 
COROLLARY 25. Let m be a positive integer, and let A be a nontrivial 
subring of GF(2”)‘. Then A is a subquastfield of GF(2”)‘, and A is 
isomorphic to GF(2k)o for some k 1 m. Moreover, the number of subrings of
GF(2”)” of a given order 2k is (2” - 1 )/(2k - 1) if k is a factor of m and is 
0 otherwise. 
Proof Since A is a subring ofa finite quasiiield, A is a domain, and so 
A is a quasifield. By Theorem 24, there is a subfield H of GF(2”) and 
0faEa.H. Thus (A( = IHI =2k where klm. Thus, if nEP is not a factor 
of m, the number of subrings of order 2” of GF(2m)o is 0. Since GF(2”) has 
at most one subfield of any given order, byTheorem 24, two subrings A, B
of GF(2”)’ are isomorphic iff A = a. H and B = b . H where H is a well 
defined subfield of GF(2”). Thus if kJm, the distinct subrings of GF(2’“)’ 
of order 2k are the distinct subsets x . H, where 0# x E GF(2”) and H is the 
unique subfield of GF(2”) of order 2k. The number of such subsets i the 
same as the index of U(H) in U(GF)); i.e., (2”- 1)/(2k- 1). 
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There are nonassociative medial Boolean rings that are not ( +, o}- 
reducts ofR-algebras. Indeed, the ring F(2, M) # B” for any BE R. If this 
were not true, then by Lemma 19, there is an automorphism a of F(2, M) 
such that for any s, t, UE F(2, M), a(so t)ou =soa(ta u). If t= u, we 
have a(sot)ot=soa(t). Let F(2,M) be freely generated by {x, y}. 
There are finite nonvoid subsets S,T of 22’N such that for all rE S u T, 
r<l, and a(x)=C {x”y’-“:uES} and a(y)=C (x’~‘-~:~ET}. Now 
a(x~y)=a(x)~a(y)=~{n,x”y’~‘:2c~S+T},wheren,=J{(a,b)~S~T: 
a+ b=2c}l (mod2). Thus a(xoy)oy=C (nCxc’2y1-c’2 : 2 ~S+ T}, and 
xoa(y)=C (~(‘+~)~~y(‘-~)/~ : be T}. Thus the number of all pairs 
(a, d)~Sx T such that u+d=2c is odd iff c/2=(1 +b)/2 for some be T. 
Thus there is (a, d) E S x T such that a+ d = 2 + 2b for every bE T. Since 
u,df1,wemustconcludethata=1andd=1.Butthenu+d=2=2+2b. 
Thus b = 0. This is a contradiction. 
However, every medial nonassociative Bool an ring is a subring ofthe 
{ +, o}-reduct of acommutative associative r ngwith square roots. 
THEOREM 26. Let A e M. Then there is BE R such that A is a subring of
B” and B is generated byA. Furthermore 
( 1) Zf A is a domain, then B is a domain; 
(2) Zf A is subdirectly irreducible, th nB is subdirectly irreducible; 
(3) Zf A is simple, then B is simple. 
The proof of Theorem 26 depends ona number of technical lemmas that 
we believe are also f interest. 
LEMMA 27. Suppose X is a nonvoid set, Y is a nonvoid subset of 
F(X, M), and Z is the ideal of F(X, M) generated byY. Then t E Z iff t is a 
sum of elements of the form y’ n {u“(“) : UE U), where YE Z, c = 2-“, 
m E: N, U is a finite subset of X, u(u) E2 ~ ‘N for all uE U, and C {a(u) :
ucU}+c=l. 
Proof The given set of elements ofF(X, M) contains Y and is closed 
under addition and multiplication by elements ofF(X, M). Thus the given 
set is an ideal containing Z. We need to show that Zcontains the set 
described in the lemma. We argue by induction on m > 0. If m = 0, 
then c = 1 and u(x) =0 for all XE U; it is clear that y E I. Let 
{a(u):uEU}c2-‘N, ma0, and~(u(u):u~U}+2~@“+‘)=1.Ifm=0, 
then 1 {u(u) : uE U} = l/2, and so v = n { uZaCu) :  EU} E F(X, M). Thus 
y1/2 n (Us(U) : UEU}=voyEz. If m>O, IUJ =l, c=2-(“‘+l), then 
xl-=yc=xo(x 1-2cy2c)~Z.Ifm>Oand)Ul~1,then~{a(u):u~U}~3/4. 
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By the natural order on the set {U(U) : uE U), U is the disjoint u ion of 
nonvoid sets V and W such that a(v) <a(~) for all 1: EV, 15’ E W, 
a=C {U(U): UEV} < l/2 and for any WE W, a+u(w)> l/2. Let qE W, and 
let s=q1-2an (u~~‘~):~‘E V} and t=y2’qZhfl {w~‘(~‘:wE W\{q}}, 
where b =u+u(q)- l/2. It is clear that SE F(X, M). Also 0~6 < l/2. 
Since C (24W):wE W\(q)} +26+2-” = C (2uE U} - 1+2-” = 
2(1-2-‘“+“)-1+2”= 1, by induction on m, tEZ. But y”n {zP(‘): 
uEiJ)=SQtEI. 
LEMMA 28. Suppose X is anonvoid set, Y is anonvoid subset ofF(X, R), 
and J is the ideal ofF(X, R) generated by Y. Then t E J iff t is a sum of 
elements of the form y’ n (u”(“) : u EU}, where U is a jkite subset ofX, 
YEY, c=2-*forsomemEN, anda(u)E2-‘NforalluEU. 
Proof: The given set is an ideal of the R-algebra F(X, R) as it is 
closed under addition, theformation of square roots, and multiplication 
by elements ofF(X, R). The set clearly contains Y.Since every ideal con- 
taining Y contains { y”: a = 2-“, m EN}, the given set is J. 
For principal ideals, we conclude 
COROLLARY 29. If X is a nonvoid set and y E F(X, R), then tbelongs to
the ideal ofF(X, R) generated by y iff t= sy’ for some s E F(X, R) and 
~=2-~, mEN. 
LEMMA 30. Suppose X is a nonvoid set, I is an ideal ofF(X, M), and J 
is the ideal ofF(X, R) generated by I. Then Jn F(X, M) = I. 
Proof: Let t E Jn F(X, M). Then by Lemma 28, tis a sum of elements 
of the form y’ JJ (zP@) : UE U}, where U is a finite subset ofX, c= 2-“, 
m E N, and y E ZE F(X, M). If y# 0, then yis homogeneous of degree 1.Let 
r be the sum of all summands of t satisfying c + C (a(u) : uE U} = 1. Then 
t = r + s, where sis a sum of terms each of which is of degree different 
from 1. Thus r E Z by Lemma 26. Since t E F(X, M), t is homogeneous of
degree 1. Comparing degrees inF(X, R), the quality t = r + s implies t = r 
and s = 0; i.e., t E Z. 
Now we prove Theorem 26. If A EM, then A z F(X, M)/I for some 
nonvoid set X and some ideal I of F(X, M). Let J be the ideal of 
F(X, R), generated by I. Then, by Lemma 30, Jn F(X, M) = I. Thus 
A z F(X, M)/Zr (F( X, M) + J)/J. Thus A is isomorphic to the subring 
(F( X, M) + J)/J of (F(X, R)/J)‘. It is clear that F(X, R)/J is generated by 
(F(X, M) + J)/J. This establishes t  general statement of Theorem 26. 
If A is a domain, then Zis prime, inthe sense that ao b E Z implies a EZ 
or bel, Let J,, c E C, be a chain of ideals of F(X, R) such that 
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.Z,nF(X,M)=Z. Then K=lJ {.Z,:CEC} is an ideal of F(X,R) and 
K n F(X, M) = I. By Zorn’s Lemma, there is an ideal M of F(X, R) maxi- 
mal with respect tothe property M n F(X, M) = 1. The ideal M is prime. 
Indeed, let tiE F(X, R), ti# M, i = 1,2, but t, t, E M. Then the ideal 
generated by tj and M contains an element TIE F(X, M), but li #Z, i = 1,2. 
Thus ri=ujt;+mi for some u~EF(X,R), rn,~M, c=2-“, HEN, i=l,2. 
Then rlor2=J(( ulu2)(tlt2))+u for some UEM. Thus r,or,~M since 
tlt,EM. But rlor,EF(X, M). Hence r,or,eMnF(X, M)=Z. This contra- 
diction shows that M is prime, and so F(X, R)/M is a domain. 
By choosing A4instead ofJ in the proof of the general statement of 
Theorem 26, we prove the statement i  (1). If A is subdirectly irreducible, 
then Iis prime, byLemma 13. Let M be as above. Let K be the least ideal 
of F(X, M) properly containing I. We prove that F(X, R)/M is subdirectly 
irreducible by showing that if L is an ideal of F(X, R) properly containing 
M, then L contains K, and so the ideal of F(X, R) generated by M + K is 
the least ideal of F(X, R) properly containing M. Indeed, L n F(X, M) 
properly contains Z, and so L contains K. 
If A is simple, then the least ideal of F(X, M) properly containing Z is
F(X, M). Thus the least ideal of F(X, R) properly containing M contains 
F(X, M); i.e., it is F(X, R). Thus F(X, R)/M is simple which proves the 
statement i  (3) of Theorem 26. 
As all finite domains are quasifields, by Theorem 21, every finite medial 
Boolean domain is isomorphic to GF(2”)’ for some m E P, and hence very 
finite medial Boolean domain can be generated by 2elements. Forinfinite 
domains we have 
THEOREM 31. Let A EM be an infinite domain generated by{a, b}. Then 
AgF({a, b},M). 
Proof: The ring A is a subring ofB”, where BE R is a domain generated 
by A, by (1) of Theorem 26. The set (0, a, b > has exactly 3 elements; 
otherwise, A iseither (0) or isomorphic to 2,. If A is not a free M-ring 
of rank 2, then A z F( {a, b}, M)/Z, where Z is a nontrivial deal of 
F( (a, b}, M). Thus there is a finite nonvoid subset C of 2-‘N such that for 
all CEC, c< 1, and C {acb’-‘: c EC} E I. The set C contains more than 
one element. If C is a singleton, henacb’ -’ = 0. By induction on the least 
mgN such that ~“cEN, or from [9], aCbl-C=xl(~~-(~,-z(ab)) . ..). 
where xi, . . x,- 2 E {a, 6). Since A is an infinite domain, this is impossible. 
Thus for some n = 2”, D=nCsN, (D(>S, and C {akb”-k:kED)=O in 
B. So in the field ofquotients F of B, the lement b/a is algebraic ndthus 
generates a finite subfield H of F. But a. H is a subquasifield of F” 
isomorphic to Ho, and a . H contains a and b. This implies that he subring 
of F” generated by {a, b) is finite. This contradiction proves Theorem 31. 
4X1/144/2-11 
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THEOREM 32. Let A EM be a domain. Then A is embeddable into a 
quasifield D E M. 
Prooj Let A EM be a domain. Then, by Theorem 26, A is a subring of
B”, where BE R is adomain and B is generated by A. The field ofquotients 
F of B is closed under the formation of square roots, and thus F can be 
considered an R-algebra: J(a/b) =&I&. Thus A is embeddable into the 
quasifield F” E M. 
The above construction y elds A if A itself is a quasifield. 
8 
The lattice of nonassociative Bool an ring varieties L(B) has exactly one 
atom: the variety A of all associative Boolean rings. The following is 
implicit in [lo]: 
THEOREM 33. Every Boolean alternative ring is associative. 
Prooj An alternative r ngis a ring in which every subring generated by 
2 elements i associative. In [lo], it is shown that a member of B is 
associative iff it satisfies th  identity x(xy) xxy. 
Thus if VE L(B) and V covers A,then F(2, V) is not associative, and V 
is generated by any of its members that is not associative. It is shown in 
[lo], that var R, = var GF(4)’ covers A. The ring R, E B, and R, has 
additive basis X, where 1x1 =n and for any X, y E X, x # y, xy = x + y. 
Every R, is subdirectly irreducible, and R2 g GF(4)’ is the only member of 
B of order 4 that is not associative. There are precisely 7 (up to 
isomorphism) ubdirectly irreducible members of B of order 8. The 
following s their p esentation v a additive basis: 
B,:((a,b,c}:ab= c, ac=b+c, bc=a+b+c)rGF(8)‘, 
B,:({a,b,c}:ab=O, ac = b + c, bc = a)-a simple ring which is not 
a domain, 
B,:({a,b,c):ub=O, ac= b, bc = a)-a ring with least nonzero ideal 
Z=({u,b} :ab=O)rZ,xZ,, 
B4 : ( (a, b, c} : ab = a + b, ac = a, be = b)-a ring with least nonzero 
ideal Z=((a,b} :ab=a+b)zRR,, 
B5 : ( {a, b, c} : ab = a + 6, UC = b, bc = a + b )-a ring with least 
nonzeroidealZ=((a,b}:ab=a+b)rR,, 
B, : ( {a, b, c> : ab = ac = 0, bc = a)-a ring with least nonzero ideal 
I= (0, a} and B,/IgZz, x Zz, 
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B,:((a,b,c}:ab= UC = 0, bc = u + b + c)-a ring with least nonzero 
ideal I=(0, af and B,/Iz Rz; B,E R3. 
The ring B, is medial, and var B, covers A. None of the rings Bk, 
2 < k 6 7, is medial. Each of the varieties var B,, var B, covers A.Indeed, 
the nontrivial proper factors of B, and B6 are isomorphic to Z2 or Z, x Z,. 
Thus the variety A has nonmedial covers in L(B). In the following we 
determine all medial covers ofA in L(B): 
THEOREM 34. Let VE L(M). Then V covers A iff V =var GF(2”)’ for 
some prime p. 
Proof. Let p be a prime. Then GF(2P)o is a quasifield, an by 
Corollary 25,every nontrivial subring ofGF(2p)o is isomorphic to Z, or 
GF(2p)o. Thus the proper nontrivial factors of GF (2p)o are associative, and 
so var GF(2”)’ covers A.
Conversely, etV cover A. Then V is generated by a subdirectly 
irreducible D. ByTheorem 33, there is a subring ofD that is generated by 
2 elements and is not associative. By Corollary 14,D is a domain, and so 
V = var A, where A EM is a domain that is generated by 2elements and A 
is not associative. If A is infinite, th n, by Theorem 31, A z F(2, M), in 
which case GF(2”)‘, a member of M generated by 2 elements, i  a
homomorphic mage of A for all m E P, in contradiction to theassumption 
that var A covers A.Hence A is finite, andso A is quasifield. By 
Theorem 21, A z GF(2”)’ for some m E P. Since m > 2, otherwise, A is 
associative, let p be a prime divisor ofm. Then GF(2”)’ is isomorphic to 
a subring ofA by Corollary 25.Hence V= var GF(2”)’ since GF(2p)o is not 
associative. 
THEOREM 35. The following conditions on a variety VE L(M) are 
equivalent: 
(1) V=M, 
(2) V contains aninfinite domain, 
(3) V contains an infinite s t of mutually nonisomorphic f nite 
quasifields. 
Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2) and (3). Let C be an infinite subset 
of P and (GF(2”)’ :m E C} c_V. Let A be an infinite ultraproduct of 
GF(2”), m E C. Then A is a field ofcharacteristic 2 that sclosed under the 
formation of square roots, and so A can be considered an R-algebra. Also, 
A contains an isomorphic copy of the ring of polynomials Z,[X] for some 
infinite setX, as A is nondenumerable (cf. [73). Thus A contains an
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isomorphic copy of F(X, R). Then A’EM, and A0 contains an isomorphic 
copy of &‘(A’, M).It is clear that A0 is an ultraproduct of GF(2”)‘, m EC. 
Thus M = var F(X, M) E V. Thus (3) implies ( 1). 
Let DE M be an infinite domain. If every subring ofD generated by 2 
elements i finite, hen D is a quasifield. Indeed, given a, b E D, a # 0, the 
subring generated by {a, b} is a finite domain and thus is a quasifield. Thus 
ax = b has a solution in D. By Theorem 21, D = F” where FE R is a field. 
The field F is algebraic. S nce F is infinite, F contains an infinite setof 
mutually nonisomorphic finite subfields. ThusD contains an infinite setof 
mutually nonisomorphic finite subquasilields. If a subring ofD generated 
by 2 elements i infinite, th n, by Theorem 31, D contains a subring 
isomorphic to F(2, M), and var D contains {GF(2m)o : m E P). Thus (2) 
implies (3), and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 36. The following conditions  a variety V EL(R) are 
equivalent: 
(1) V=R, 
(2) V contains a  infinite domain, 
(3) V contains a  infinite set of mutually nonisomorphic finite fields. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 35. 
THEOREM 37. Let VE L(M). Then V is generated by a set of finite 
quas$elds. 
ProoJ The variety V is generated by its ubdirectly irreducibles. If V 
contains aninfinite subdirectly irreducible, then V contains aninfinite 
domain by Corollary 14.Hence by Theorem 35, V = M, and V is generated 
by any infinite setof nonisomorphic finite quasifields. If V does not contain 
any infinite domains, then every subdirectly irreducible n V is finite and 
thus V is generated by afinite set of finite quasifields. 
THEOREM 38. Let V E L(R). Then V is generated by aset offinitefields. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 37. 
COROLLARY 39. Let V E L(M). Then V is generated by its 2-generator 
members; i.e., V = var 42, V). 
Proof This follows from Theorem 37 since every finite quasifield is 
generated by 2elements. 
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COROLLARY 40. Let V E L(R). Then V is generated by its l-generator 
members; i.e., V = var F( 1, V). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 38 as every finite field can be 
generated by one element. 
COROLLARY 41. Let V E L(M) and V #M. Then V is generated by a 
finite ring. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 35and 37. 
COROLLARY 42. Let V E L(R) and V # R. Then V is generated by ajinite 
ring. 
Proof This follows from Theorems 36and 38. 
Thus every proper subvariety of M or R is locally finite. 
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We now describe the lattices L(M) and L(R). Let S be the set of all 
factor closed finite subsets ofthe set of positive ntegers P; i.e., CES iff 
C is a finite subset ofP, possibly empty, such that if m, nEP, m( n, and 
nEC,thenmEC.LetLbethelattice(Su{P};E).ThenLisacomplete 
distributive lattice whose zero is the mpty set and whose unit is P. 
THEOREM 43. The mapping V + {m E P : GF(2”)’ E V} is an iso- 
morphism ofthe lattice L(M) onto the lattice L. 
Proof: The given mapping is well defined since for any m, n E P, m 1 n, 
the quasifield GF(2”)’ is isomorphic to asubring ofGF(2”)‘, every proper 
subvariety of M contains only finitely many (up to isomorphism) finite 
quasifields, an  M contains all finite Boolean medial quasifields. The given 
mapping is monotone. The mapping C+ var(GF(2”)’ : m EC} is well 
defined monotone mapping from L into L(M). Let V E L(M). If V =M, 
then {m E P : GF(2”)’ E M} = P, and var(GF(2”)’ : m EP} = M, by 
Theorem 35. If V # M, then C= {m E P : GF(2”)’ E V} is finite and factor 
closed, and var{ GF(2”)’ : m E C) = V (cf. [14] since B is congruence 
distributive,) and very subring ofa subdirectly irreducible member of V is 
a finite quasifield. A so, if C E S, then (m E P : GF(2”)’ E var{ GF(2”)’ : 
m E C}} = C, again by [ 143. Thus each of the above mappings is the 
inverse ofthe other. Since they are monotone, the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 44. The mapping V + {m E P : GF(2”) E V } is an isomor- 
phism of the lattice L(R) onto the Lattice L. 
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ProoJ The proof is similar to that of Theorem 43. 
Thus the lattices L(M) and L(R) are isomorphic. We shall establish an 
isomorphism between these lattices in another way. If K is a subclass of R
then K” is the class ofall A0 such that AEK. If L is a subclass of M, then 
SL is the class ofall subrings of members of L, and L’ is the class ofall 
AER such that A’EL. 
THEOREM 45. The mappings V-+ S(V)’ and U -+ U’ are inverse 
isomorphisms of L(R) onto L(M) and of L(M) onto L(R). 
Proof: Let V EL(R). Then S(V’) is the subvariety of M generated by 
V”. Indeed, S(R’) =M by Theorem 26. If V # R, then, by Theorem 38, V” 
contains GF(2”)’ for only finitely many m E P. By Theorem 37, every 
member of var V” is a subdirect product ofthese finite quasifields. Hence, 
if AE var V”, then A is a subring ofa Cartesian product ofmembers of V”. 
Thus A is a subring ofB”, where B is a Cartesian product offinite fields 
belonging to V; i.e., A ES(V’). 
Let U E Z,(M), and let AE U’. Then A E R, and A0 E U. Let BE R be a 
subring ofA. Then B” is a subring ofA’, and so B” E U. Thus U’ is closed 
under the formation of subrings. Similarly, U’ is closed under the forma- 
tion of Cartesian products. LetZ be an ideal of the R-algebra A. Then by 
Lemma 9, Z is an ideal ofA0 and A’/Z= (A/Z)’ E U. Thus U’ is closed under 
the formation of homomorphic mages. Hence the given mappings send 
varieties to varieties. 
Let VEL(R). Then Vc (V”)‘s (S(V’))‘. LetA E (S(V’))’ be a finite 
field. Then A’E S(V’). Thus there is BEV such that A0 is a subring ofB”. 
The R-algebra B is a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducibles in V. 
Since A and A0 are simple, one of these subdirectly irreducibles, say D, 
must include a subring C of Do that is isomorphic to A’. Since D is a 
domain, either D is infinite, n which case V = R by Theorem 36, or D is 
finite, andso D is a finite Galois field. By Corollary 25,A is isomorphic to 
a subfield of D, and so A E V. Thus V = (S(V’))’ since, byTheorem 38, 
every R-variety is generated by its finite fields. 
Let U EL(M). Then ,S((U)‘) E U. Let A E U be a finite quasifield. 
Hence, by Theorem 21, for some finite field FER, A = F”. Thus FE U’, and 
so A E (U@)’ c S((U’)O). By Theorem 37, U c S( (IY)‘) asevery M-variety 
is generated by its finite quasilields. 
Thus each of the given mappings i the inverse ofthe other. Since they 
are also monotone, they are lattice somorphisms. 
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In [lo], the free rings of ranks 2 and 3 in the variety generated by 
Rz g GF(4)’ are described. The free algebras of any rank are described 
above for the varieties M and R. Now we describe the free algebras in 
varieties generated by afinite field orquasifield. 
Let X be a nonvoid set, and let m E P. Let H be the set of all expressions 
of the form n (x~(~) : x E C>, where C is a nonvoid subset ofX, n(x) <2”, 
n(x) EP for all xE C. Define . on H by adding exponents modulo 2” - 1, 
and define J on H replacing every exponent n by k, where k E P, 
k < 2”’ zn modulo 2” - 1. Let K be the subset ofH of all elements whose 
sum of exponents i equal to 1 modulo 2’“- 1. Define 0 on K by 
sot=J(s.t). 
THEOREM 46. Let V be the R-variety generated byGF(2”), and let W be 
the variety generated by the { ., J]-reduct of GF(2”). Then F(X, V)z 
WV’, W, and F(X, W) g (H; ., J>. 
Proof. Let r = 2-%, where k, n EN, and let c= 2”. As GF(2”) satisfies 
the identity x z xc, then & = xcf2. Thus xr=xdfor some dEP, d<c=2”. 
Thus in view of the description of F(X, S) in Theorem 2, every element in
F(X, W) can be written asan element inH. Distinct elements ofH repre- 
sent distinct elements in F(X, W) (cf. [ll]). The elements ofH represent 
linearly independent functions  GF(2”). Thus Z,(H, ., J) is the ring of 
polynomial functions  GF(2”), and F(X, V) z Z2(H; ., J) by a proof 
similar to that of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 47. Let n E P, and suppose V and W are as in Theorem 46. 
Then the order of F(n, W) is k = 2”” - 1, and the order of F(n, V) is 2k. 
Proof. If X has cardinality n, the order of H is the same as the number 
of n-tuples (c,, . . c,), where 0 < ci <2” for all 1 < i< n and 
cr + . . + c, > 0. Thus the order of H is k = (2”‘)” - 1, and so the order of 
Z,H is 2k. 
THEOREM 48. Let U be the M-variety generated byGF(2”)‘, and let K
be the variety generated by the multiplicative groupoid of GF(2”)‘. Then 
F(X, K) % (K; 0), and F(X, U) z Z,F(X, K). 
Proof. The set K is closed under 0. Let C be a finite subset of2-‘N 
such that C D = 1. Let k E P be such that 2k”C cN. Since in GF(2m), x = x’ 
is an identity ff2” - 1 is a factor fl- 1, x = xd is an identity n GF(2”) 
if d= 2km. Thus C (dC) = d C C= d= 1 modulo 2” - 1. Hence every 
element inF(X, G) can be writen, in the variety K, as an element inK. Also 
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since distinct elements inK represent distinct functions  GF(2”‘), this 
writing isunique. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 49. Let n E P, and suppose K and U are as in Theorem 48. 
Then the order ofF(n, K) is q = (2”” - 1)/(2” - l), and the order of F(n, U) 
is 2y. 
Proof: Let IX]= n. There are exactly (2” - 1)” -’ elements ofK 
involving every element ofX. Fix t E X. If the xponent ofevery x E X\ {t} 
is assigned a value in I= { 1, . . 2” - 1 }, then there is exactly one value 
in I for the exponent oft such that he sum of all exponents is congruent 
to 1 modulo 2”- 1. Thus the order of K is q = C {C(n, k)(2” - l)k-l :
1 <k <n}, where C(n, k) is the binomial coeffkient; i.e., the number of 
subsets ofX of size k. Thus q(2” - 1) =x { C(n, k)(2” - 1 )k : 1 ,< k 6 n} = 
(1+(2”-1))“-1=2”“-1.TheorderofZ,Kis24. 
11 
In the present paper we have described allmedial covers inL(B) of the 
associative Boolean ring variety A-the unique atom of L(B). We have also 
shown that A has nonmedial covers that are generated by finite rings and 
every cover of A is generated by a2-generator subdirectly irreducible n B. 
The join of all medial covers ofthe atom A in L(B) is the variety M of all 
medial nonassociative Boolean rings. The medial Boolean quasifields are 
also described. However, a number of questions remain open: 
(1) Is every cover of A in L(B) generated by afinite member? 
(2) Describe all covers ofA in L(B). 
(3) What is the join of all covers ofA in L(B)? 
(4) Describe all quasifields in B. 
(5) Describe all finite quasifields in B. 
(6) Describe the lattice L(B). 
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